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1 Introduction 
The main goal of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, I want to present a syntactic analysis 

for the gerundive construction that in languages like English can appear with a perception verb, 
(Ia), or with a copula,{lb). On the other hand, I want to contrast the analysis proposed here for 
this construction with an alternative structure that is used in many other languages to express 
what the gerundive construction refers to, that is, an event in progress. This second construction 
appears exemplified in the European Portuguese sentences in (2) (see Raposo 1989). 

(I) a. saw [John running.] 
b. Johm was [ /; running.] 

(2) a. Eu vi [ os meninos a correr(em). ] 
I saw the children at run-1NF-(AGR 3pl) 
'I saw the children running.' 

b. Os meninosi estavan [ fj a correr.] 
the children were at run-1NF 
'The children were running.' 

The first general property that we should note about the gerundive construction in (I) and the 
prepositional structure in (2) is that in each case the DP {John I os meninos} and the phrase 
{running I a correr(em)} form a predication. Thus, on the one hand, the possibility for standard 
constituency tests to be applied to these constructions tells us that these two elements form a 
syntactic unit, (3a, b) and (4a, b). On the other hand, the possibility for this syntactic unit to be 
resumed by the neuter pronoun it, (Jc), or occupy the subject position of a clause triggering 
singular agreement on the verb, (4c), indicate that this unit involves a predication. 

(3) 

(4) 

a. 
b. 
c. 

a. 

b. 

It was [John running ] the only thing that I saw that night. 
The only thing that I saw that night was [ John running. ] 
I saw [ John running. ] Mary saw it too. 

Foi [ os meninos a correr(em)] que eu vi. 
was the children at run-INF-(AGR3plJ that I saw 
'It was the children running that I saw.' 
0 que eu vi foi [ os meninos a correr(em).] 
what that I saw was the children at run-mr-(AGR 3pl) 
'What I saw was the children running.' 

·This work has been partially supported by an FPI fellowship (1995FI 05104) from the Generalitat de Catalunya. 
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c. [Os meninos a trabalhar(em) ] e uma visao horrivel. 
the children at work-iNF"(AGR Jpll is a sight horrible 

·The children working is a terrible sight.' 

Secondly, these two constructions behave like Small Clauses (SCI). Thus, they can appear 
where other types of SCI can also be found, (5)-(6), or in isolation in particular contexts,(7)-(8). 

(5) a. 
b. 
c. 

saw [sci John { running I seated I happy I with Mary.}] 
John; is [sci t; { running I seated I happy I with Mary.}] 
With (sci John speaking ], we will never do anything. 

(6) a. Eu vi [sci os meninos { a correr( em) I nus I com a Maria.}] 
I saw the children at run-1).;f"(AGR Jpl) naked with the Maria 
'I saw the children running I naked I with Maria.· 

b. Os meninos; estavan [sci t; { a correr I nus I com a Maria.}] 
the children were at run-1NF naked with the Maria 
'The children were running I naked I with Maria.' 

c. Com [sci o Joao a falar ], nao faremos nada. 
with the Joao at speak-1NF no do.will.we nothing 
'With Joao speaking, we will never do anything.' 

(7) [He playing handball,] and [she sailing.] 
(8) [ Ele a jogar andebol,] [ ela a velejar.] 

he at play-ll\F handball she at sail-INF 

The structural model of Small-Clause that I adopt here is that proposed by the Small Clause 
Theory (Stowell 1981, 1983, Chung and McCloskey 1987, Sufier 1990). The Small Clause 
Theory puts forward the structure in (9) as the prototypical architecture of a SCI. In (9), the head 
of the SCI is a category X. The subject of the construction is generated in Spec, XP. The XP-
shell, in turn, is introduced by a functional projection (FP) that licenses the predicative 
relationship between the SCI-subject (DP), and the SCI-head (X). This is achieved once the DP 
and the X move to the Spec and to the head of that FP, respectively. In (10) I reproduce the 
structure of a familiar SCI according to this theory. Here the categorial value of X is adjectival. 

(9) 
(10) I consider 

2 The Gerundive Small Clause 

[F' F 
[r· inte/ligenti 

[xP DP 
L\P 

]] ]] 
]] )) 

The analysis that I would like to propose here for the gerundive SCI in (1) is depicted in ( 11).1 

(11) SEE I BE [rr [F· (cp John; (c- 0x [1r PRO; runn-ingx ]]]]] 

1 For the sake of simplification, I will not represent the FP-projection from now on, unless it is releYant. 
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In (11) the null C 0 is the head of the SCI. Like in a regular SCI (see (9)-(10)), the Spec of 
the node projected by this C, namely Spec, CP, contains the subject of the construction, John. 
This DP eventually moves to the matrix clause to check structural Case. As shown in (12), the 
Case checked is accusative in (la), and nominative in (lb). 

(12) a. 
b. 

saw him; 
He; was 

[sc1ccPJ I; 
[sCJ(CPJ I; 

running.] 
running.] 

On the other hand, the complement that the null C 0 selects in (11) is a non-finite IP. As 
usual, this non-finite IP contains its own predicative relationship. That is, it hosts a subject and a 
verbal predicate. The subject of this internal predication cannot be assigned nominative Case in 
Spec, IP simply because I is non-finite. Therefore this argument must be a PRO, which will 
check null Case within the embedded non-finite IP (Chomsky and Lasnik 1993). That PRO must 
be obligatorily controlled by the subject of the SCI, that is, John. Hence, the subject of the SCI 
and the subject of the internal predication cannot refer to different individuals: 

(13) a. *I saw [cP .John; 
(cf. I saw John; 

b. *John; is (cp t; 

[c- 0 [1r PROk 
while /k 

[c- 0 [IP PROk 

running. ]]] 
was running.) 
running. ]]] 

As far as extraction from the internal predication is concerned, the SCI-subject in Spec, CP in 
(14) does not stand as a barrier for the movement of the object out of CP, just like the SCl-
subject in Spec, AP does not stand as a barrier for the movement of the adjectival object in (15). 

(14) a. What; did you see [sci (CP) John k 0 (IP PRO reading f;? J]] 
b. What; is [sci (CP) John [c- 0 (IP PRO reading t;? ]J) 
(cf. ?? What; do you wonder [cp whether [c 0 (IP John read /;? J]]) 

(15) a. Who; do you consider [sci (AP) John [,..· angry at t;? ]J 
b. Who; is [sci (AP) John [,..- angry at t;? ]] 

2.1 A first empirical fact in favor of (11) is that we can immediately account for the non-
propositional nature of the gerundive SCI. That is, (I 1) clearly distinguishes our construction 
from the propositional complements that also contain a verbal gerund: 2 

(16) a. I hate everybody interrupting me all the time. 
b. HATE [cp [c- 0x (Ip everybody; interrupt-ingx me.]]) 

2 In this example, the subject of the gerund can actually receive Case, contrary to what I am claiming for the subject 
of the internal predication in the gerundive SCI (see (11)). Interestingly, though, the embedded subject in (16) 
cannot be lexical when there appears a phrase in CP, as shown in (i). Precisely, this is the configuration that we have 
in a gerundive SCI, according to my analysis. That is, the subject of the SCI occupies Spec, CP. 

(i) John kept walking slowly [cp while [IP {PRO I *him } drenching the road. J] 
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There are several arguments that help us verify the non-propositional status of our 
construction in front of the propositional nature of structures like (16). 

2.1.l First, when the main verb is of perception, the gerund contained within the SCI-
construction must refer to an event susceptible of being perceived by the subject of the matrix 
clause. Thus, the ungrammaticality of (17) clearly indicates that the gerundive SCI cannot 
possess the same propositional value that the that CP-complement has in the sentences in (18). 

(17) a. *I see John knowing French. 
b. *T see John having already read all your books. 

(I 8) a. I see that John knows French. 
b. 1 see that John has already read all your books. 

2.1.2 Second, the subject position of the gerundive SCI, i.e., Spec, CP, cannot be occupied by the 
expletive there, since in our construction Spec, CP is the position where the argumental SCI-
subject is generated. This accounts for the deviance of (19), which contrasts with the possibility 
for the expletive there to appear in the propositional structure containing a gerund, as shown by 
the grammatical sentences in (21). In this case, the expletive there is generated in Spec, lP and is 
associated with the internal argument of the (unaccusative) verbal gerund, that is, three men. 3 

(19) a. *I saw (SCl(CP) there; k 0 [1r coming three 111e11i. ]]] 
b. *There; are [sCl(CP) t; k 0 [1r coming three men;. ]]] 

(20) a. saw (sCl(CP) three meni k 0 (IP coming PRO;.]]] 
b. There are [scJ(CP) three meni k 0 [Ir coming PRO;.]]] 
c. Three men; are [sci (CPJ t; k 0 [Ir coming PRO;.]]] 

(21) a. I remember [er k 0 [IP there; coming three men;. ))] 
b. I remember [cp k 0 [1p three meni coming /;. ]]] 

In (22) the element it is generated in Spec, CP and controls a PRO just like in (23) ((23a) is 
from Chomsky 1980, and (23b) from Pesetsky 1995). 

(22) a. I saw [scl(CP) it; k 0 (Ip PRO; raining. m 
b. It; is [sci (CP) Ii k 0 [Ip PRO; raining. m 

(23) a. PRO; having rained all day, it; began to snow. 
b. Did it; ever succeed in PRO; thundering and PRO; hailing, as they'd predicted 

on TV? 

3 Recall that the subject of the internal predication is PRO in the gerundive SCl. So in this construction the expletive 
there cannot appear in Spec, IP eitl1er. 
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A similar effect is found in examples where the subject of the gerundive SCI corresponds to 
the subject of an idiom chunk: 

(24) a. 
b. 

saw [sci (CP) the shili 
The shiti was [sci (CP) ti 

(c- 0 [IP PROi hitting the fan. ]]] 
k 0 [IP PROi hitting the fan. ]]] 

That the subject of an idiom chunk can be a pronoun bound by a DP is demonstrated by 
sentences like (25) ((25a) is from Rogers 1974 and (25b) from Nun berg et al.1994). 

(25) a. The shiti looks (to me) like iti 's gonna hit the fan. 
b. We thought tahsi were being kept on us, but theyi weren't. 

2.1.3 Thirdly, languages like Spanish and Catalan possess the gerundive SCI ((26)-(27)) but they 
do not have the gerundive structure denoting a proposition, that is, the structure in (16b), see 
(28). In this latter case, these languages can only use a that-complement, (29). This is another 
argument that demonstrates that, despite their superficial similarity, the gerundive construction in 
(1) and the gerundive construction in (16a) are structurally different. 

(26) a. He visto a Juan corriendo. (Spanish) 
b. He vist en Joan corrent. (Catalan) 

'I saw John running.' 

(27) a. Juan esta corriendo. 
b. En Joan esta corrent. 

·John is running.' 

(28) a. *Odio a todo el mundo interrumpiendome a cada momenta. 
b. *Odio tothom illlerrompent-me a cada moment. 

'I hate everybody interrupting me all the time.' 

(29) a. Odio que todo el mundo me interrumpa a cada momento. 
b. Odio que tothom m 'interrompi a cada moment. 

·I hate that everybody interrupts me all the time.' 

2.2 The second fact in favor of (11) is that we can explain the parallelism existing between the 
gerundive SCI in languages like English, and the so-called Pseudo-Relative (PR)4 in Romance: 

(30) a. 

b. 

*Ho vista Gianni correndo. 
'I saw Gianni running.' 
Ho visto Gianni che 
have.I seen Gianni that 
'I saw Gianni running.' 

correva. 
ran.he-IMPERF 

(Italian) 

4 For details regarding this construction, see Rafel 1997, 1998, and references cited therein. 
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(31) a. ?*J'ai vu Jean couraint. (French) 
b. J'ai vu Jean qui courait. 

(32) a. He visto a Juan corriendo.5 (Spanish) 
b. He visto a Juan que corria. 

We only need to say that the null C 0 in (11), repeated here as (33), is phonologically overt in 
the PR, i.e., que 'that', and that this overt C selects a finite IP as usual, (34). A consequence of 
the presence of the finite IP is that the subject of the internal predication is a pro. 

(33) (pp 
(34) (FP 

[er Johni k 0x 
[er Juani k que 

[rP PRO; 
(Ip prOi 

runn-ingx 
corria 

]]]]] 
]]]]] 

The SCI-subject checks accusative Case within the matrix clause, as shown in (35), whereas 
pro checks the nominative Case provided by the embedded finite I. Compare (35) with (12a). 

(3 5) Lo; he visto 
him-Ace have.I seen 
'I saw him running.· 

[sct(CPJ 1, que corria. ] 
that ran.he-r~rPERF 

Exactly as the gerundive SCI, the DP Maria in (36) and the sequence que corr/a form a 
syntactic unit, (36a, b), which involves a predication, (36c). Compare (36) -Spanish data- with 
(3) and (4). 

(36) a. 

b. 

c. 

Fue a [ Maria que corria ] lo unico que vi aquella noche. 
'It was Maria running the only thing that I saw that night.' 
Lo unico que vi aquella noche fue a [ Maria que corria. ] 
'The only thing that I saw that night was Maria running.· 
He visto a [ Maria que corria. ] Juan tambien lo ha visto. 
'I saw Maria running. Juan saw it too.' 

Furthermore, the PR can appear where other SC!s can also be found, (37), as well as in 
isolation in specific contexts, (38). Compare these examples with the sentences in (5)-(8) above. 

(37) a. 

b. 

He visto a [set Juan { sentado I contento I con Maria.}] 
'I saw Juan seated I happy I with Maria.· 
Con [set Gianni che parla,] non faremo mai niente. 
'With Gianni speaking, we will never do anything.' 

(38) [ Bambine che ballano un valzer. ] 
'Children dancing a waltz.' 

(Spanish) 

(Italian) 

(Italian) 

5 Romance languages such as Spanish, (32), and Catalan accept both the gerundive SCI and the PR Nevert11eless, in 
the limited structural contexts where both are possible t11ere exisr aspectual differences between them that make 
tl1ese two constructions not totally equivalent (see Rafel 1997). On the oilier band, between these two possibilities, 
t11c PR is the only option available as a perception verb complement in (standard) Italian, (30), and French, (31). 
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3 The Prepositional Small Clause 
There exists an alternative construction that is widely used to express an event in progress. 

The structure of this alternative construction is represented in (39). 

(39) [Fr (F· [p· at [XP x ]])]] 

The locative P at is the head of the SCI. As in other SCls, the subject of the construction is 
generated in its Spec, that is, Spec, PP. Like in the gerundive SCI, this subject checks accusative 
when the construction appears as the complement of a verb, and nominative when it combines 
with a copula or a raising verb. This is shown in the European Portuguese examples in (40). 

(40) a. Eu vi-OSi [scI(PP) ti a correr(em). ] 
I saw-them at run-INF-(Agr 3pl) 

'I saw them running.' 
b. F]OSj estavan [scI(PP) fj a correr. ] 

they were at run-INF 
'They were running.' 

In E. Portuguese, the locative P in (39) selects a verbal projection, that is, an IP. This verbal 
projection can contain either an inflected infinitive or an uninflected infinitive. When the 
infinitive is inflected, its subject must be a pro, since it will be assigned nominative Case (see 
Raposo 1987). When the infinitive is not inflected, the subject is a PRO, which presumably 
checks null Case. Like its English counterpart, the subject of the internal predication, pro I PRO, 
must be obligatorily coreferent with the SCI-subject. This is shown in (41) (cf. (13)). 

(41) a. 
b 

*Eu vi [scl(PP) os meninosi 
*Os meninosi estavan [scI(PP) ti 

[r· a [IP prok I PROk correr(em).]]] 
[r· a [IP PROk correr. ]]] 

Furthermore, the ungrammaticality of(42a) tells us that the prepositional SCI cannot denote a 
proposition either (cf. (17)-(18)). 

(42) a. 

b. 

*Eu vi o Joao a saber frances. 
I saw the Jo1io at know-INF French 
Eu vi que o Jo1io sabia frances. 
I saw that the Jo1io knew French 
'I saw that Joao knows French.· 

The structure in (39) is also used in Irish. According to Mccloskey (1983), the 'verbal noun' 
that is contained within the projection following the locative P ag belongs to a verbal category 
despite the fact of assigning genitive Case to its complement.6 Now, if this is true, then the 
structure for the Irish prepositional SCls that we have in (43) would be similar to the structure 
employed in E. Portuguese. These examples are from Chung and McCloskey 1987. Here FP(VP) 
means functional projection related to a verbal head. 

6 In Irish the 'verbal noun' is also used to create non-finite forms such as infinitives. 
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(43) a. Chuala me [rr na saighdiuiri [r· ag (FP(VP) imeacht. ]]] 
heard I the soldiers at leave 
'I heard the soldiers leaving.' 

b. Ta [rr me [p· ag [FP(VP> deanamh cleibh.]]] 
be-PRES I at make basket.oEN 
'I am making a basket.' 

On the other hand, the XP selected by P in (39) is clearly nominal in languages such as 
Dutch, (44), and German, (45). 

(44) Jani was een briefj 
Jan was a letter 
'Jan was writing a letter.' 

[rr Ii [r· aan 
at 

[or het shrijven 
the write 

]]] 

(45) ]allj war [rr ti [r· an [or dem Schreiben eines Briefes ])) 

4 Morphological or Syntactic Structure 
The data examined so far tell us that there exist two structural strategies to express an event in 

progress. These two structures are depicted in (46) and (47). 

(46) 
(47) 

[er DPi 
[PP DP; 

k 0x 
[r· at 

[1P PROi V-ingx ]]]}] 
[xr <IP / DP) ( PROi ) X )]]]] 

(Morphological) 
(Syntactic) 

4.1 In Standard English only the morphological strategy in (46) is possible: 

(48) a. I saw John running. 
b. John is running. 

(49) a. *I saw John at run. 
b. *John is at run. 

Now, the idea is that the element -ing must check its features (alternatively, is interpreted) in 
the head of the CP-projection. The fact that -ing cannot be realized in this position is because it is 
a suffix and, hence, would not be morphologically licensed. So, this entails that in the 
phonological sequence it can only appear attached to the verbal head, which in English remains 
within the VP-shell. Jn this sense, the suffix -ing behaves like the tense suffix in English (Pollock 
1989). 

(SO) a. John h!flx often [vr kiss-esx Mary] 
b. *John kiss-esv often [vr Iv Mary] 

(5 l) a. *Jean b!flx souvent (VP embrass-ex Marie] 
b. Jean embrass-ev sou vent [v? Iv Marie] 
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Interestingly, there exist some cases in Modern English in which the P at is used to indicate 
an event in progress. In (S2a) at work could be perfectly used in the sense of' stealing'. 

(S2) a. Police say security cameras saw [PP the tourists [p· at [xP work. ]]] 
b. Something; is [PP t; [r· at [xP work within me. ]]] 

4.2 On the contrary, only the syntactic structure in (47) is available in E. Portuguese: 

(S3) a. *Eu vi OS meninos correndo. 
I saw the children running 

b. *Os meninos estavan correndo. 
the children were running 

(S4) a. Eu vi os meninos a correr(em). 
b. Os meninos estavan a correr. 

In this structural pattern, the P a is a morphologically independent element. Therefore, it will 
not require to be attached to any head to be morphologically licensed. So, in the phonological 
sequence it can already appear in the position where it checks its features, i.e., in the PP head. 

4.3 There are examples in English in which the morphological structure in (46) and the syntactic 
structure in ( 4 7) appear at the same time. This kind of reduplication is found in Middle English, 
(SSa) (from Baugh and Cable 1993); literary or archaic English, (SSb) (from The Collins English 
Dictionary); and Appalachian English, (SSc) (from Romaine 1988). 

(SS) a. 
b. 
c. 

He; was 
Come 
He; 's been 

[rP t; 
[PP (you) 
(pp t; 

[p· {on I a} [xr laugh+ ing. ]]] (Middle E.) 
b· a [xr runn + ing. ]]] (Lit. E.) 
(p· a [xr work+ i11g all day.))) (App. E.) 

4.4 Both (46)-(47) allow the passivization of what I have called the internal predication, i.e., the 
predicative relationship established within the node selected by the null C 0 or the P at. Here the 
SCI-subject is coindexed with the internal argument of the passivized verb. The Irish example in 
(S7a) is from Chung and McCloskey 1987; the E. Portuguese sentence in (S7b), from Raposo 
1989; and the Appalachian English example in (S8), from Romaine 1988. 

(S6) The house was [sci f; being built.] 

(S7) a. agus [sci an teach a leagan. ] 
and the house at knock-down-rASsIVE 
'As the house was being demolished.' 

b. Eu vi [sci as raparigas a ser beijadas 
I saw the girls at be-1NF kissed-rAss1vE 
'I saw the girls being kissed by the boys.' 
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(58) There's [sci a new barn a-building down the road.] 
'There's a new barn being built down the road.' 

According to the structures proposed here, the internal configuration of these four examples 
would be as represented in (59)-(61). 

(59) [cP DP; [c' ING (IP be_ (vp buil + t PROi ]]]] 
(60) a. (PP DPi (p· -AT (Ip [ vp demolish + ed PRO; ]]]] 

b. (pp DPi [p· AT (Ip be [vP kiss+ ed PROi ]]]] 
(61) [c;pp DPi [cir· AT I _ING (Ip (VP build_ PROi ]]]] 
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